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Booming sales in Indonesia: Door-to-door delivery is a success!

This May, we've sent our 30th 40" container with LPG filling machines to Indonesia. That is a whopping 48 filling machines per
container and thus worth celebrating! There is a strong demand for filling equipment in Indonesia and we want to ensure the shortest
delivery possible - we call it door-to-door delivery because customers can pick up their filling machines in the morning, load them on
their pickup trucks and install them before noon. The number of LPG cylinders on the Indonesian market has almost doubled since
2009 in part due to KC's fast delivery system.
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Get up to speed on filling accuracy here »

Read how Ferry's career took off
here »

White paper: Do you know how accurate your filling equipment is? It might not be as
precise as you're expecting it to be. This white paper points to the factors that have a
direct impact on your filling accuracy. Some of them such as technical factors and
external factors, e.g. ventilation, dirt or water on the cylinders or operator errors are
actually within your control and affect your filling result so why not improve on them?

The advantage of knowing your filling accuracy means that technicians can easily
maintain and adjust the machines according to any deviations detected. Ensuring your
filling accuracy means that cylinders are neither underfilled - making sure the customer is
getting his money worth - nor overfilled securing his safety - two things of great
importance.

Meet Ferry Lukita, a local
business man who built KC's
Indonesian office from scratch.
Modest as he is, he'll never take
credit for KC's success in
Indonesia nor for the fact that he
now manages six employees
because of the results he's made.

KC has truly found a passionate
fighter in Ferry and we are proud
to have him representing the
company in our local hub.
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